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INTRODUCTION 
In the dynamic, hyper-connected, and unpredictable 21st century, workplace and career 

paradigms are rapidly changing. The professions are no exception. Technology has routinized and 
increased access to the expertise that traditionally set professionals apart from other workers, leading 
some to forecast professions’ demise (12, 156). Even if, as we suspect, new forms of complexity and needs 
for expertise continue to outrun technology (51, 90), professionals’ lives and careers will diverge 
dramatically from past norms (96). In the world we anticipate, the number of theories, diagnoses, and 
strategies among which each professional—alone or in teams—must make informed and workable 
judgments will increase exponentially, as will the rapidity with which their specialties become obsolete 
and have to be retooled or replaced (18). In this world, learning to learn will far outstrip the importance 
of applying the specialized knowledge with which professionals are initially programmed (8, 15, 52, 139). 

If this prediction is correct, then university-based professional schools (hereinafter “professional 
schools”), which historically have done that initial programming, must change at the same pace as their 
graduates’ careers. Evidence that professional schools are not evolving quickly enough is widespread. 
Employers and policymakers criticize professional schools for not preparing graduates to succeed in the 
modern workplace or to solve increasingly acute public problems (see infra pp. 5-6, 8-9). And prospective 
students are voting with their feet, opting for less expensive and more relevant training from accelerators, 
boot camps, and massive open online courses (MOOCs) and in dynamic work environments themselves 
(see infra pp. 11-12). In order to help the professions retool for the modern world, professional education 
must retool itself (6, 13, 26, 42, 45, 85, 123, 139, 156, 158). 

Professional education has done just that repeatedly in the past when challenged to keep pace 
with changing professional demands and burgeoning social problems. Unlike in the past, however, the 
trick is not to enhance the finite categories of specialized knowledge with which professional schools 
program their students. Instead, professional schools must program students to learn how to learn—to 
reprogram themselves to generate ever more specialized knowledge, continuously, experientially, and 
collaboratively, across disciplinary lines. As institutions committed to self-conscious learning, professional 
schools should be up to the task. Each participant in the upcoming convening has already begun this work. 

To provoke discussion at the Convening of what already is happening, what more is possible, and 
challenges faced, this paper proceeds in four steps. Part I identifies learning competencies modern 
professionals need for success in rapidly diversifying careers solving increasingly multidimensional 
problems. Part II examines professional programs’ uneven, at times indifferent, attentiveness to these 
competencies and to evidence that the programs’ responses matter to prospective professionals and 
employers looking to thrive in a changing world. Part III suggests a way forward for professional schools 
committed to preparing graduates for fulfilling and socially productive modern careers. Part IV collects 
some examples of steps professional educators, including ourselves, are taking in the directions indicated. 
In conclusion, we pose some questions we hope to address with others at the Convening. 
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PART I: THE NEW PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES 
A. PROLIFERATING CAREERS 

Gone is the world in which professional school graduates finish clerkships or residencies and join 
an architectural or law firm, corporation, school system, or medical practice in which they might expect 
to remain for the rest of their professional lives, gradually settling into one or a few stable specialties. 
Today, “[i]ndividuals increasingly face the prospect of not just multiple jobs but multiple careers over a 
lifetime, and of constantly changing technology and environments within a job” (66).  

For starters, in nearly all job categories, “radical shifts in product design or production technology 
. . . permanently devalue whole skill categories” (139A). As a result, disruption in careers and 
unemployment for workers who cannot rapidly retool now qualify as “structural” problems (140, 157). 

As quickly as technological advances and changing trends render older sets of knowledge and 
skills obsolete, however, the same forces generate new opportunities for those who can rapidly retool 
(96). In part this is because new techniques and technologies—robotic surgical procedures, for example, 
or artificial intelligence programs for reviewing legal documents—create better and faster ways to do the 
work. They also multiply expectations about the skills professionals need to master the new tools and the 
possibilities they create, and they accelerate the evolution of “new occupations, roles, titles, and 
functions” (52, 66). The increased availability of data and power of automated analytic methods, for 
example, has given rise to the data scientist. In 2008, there were 142 people who described themselves 
as data scientists on LinkedIn; five years later, when the number of people on LinkedIn had grown by 
about 7.5x, the number of self-described data scientists had increased by 30x (115). 

These forces also vastly expand the types of work professionals now can be expected to perform. 
It is not simply that our burgeoning ability to (i) observe, collect, and generate; (ii) analyze and visualize; 
and (iii) collaboratively reflect and act upon massive quantities of information amplifies our access to what 
is knowable under existing intellectual frames (45). In addition, the rapid and frequent conceptual shifts 
these processes produce increase the intellectual frames that professionals can bring to bear, expanding 
the range of what is knowable and multiplying the nuances in identifiable causes (diagnoses) and 
responsive strategies (treatments) that professionals can apply to the problem at hand.  

Beyond managing nuance, modern professionals must be ready to address problems and 
solutions that have many more dimensions. Increasingly attentive observation, wider access to data and 
knowledge, and improved analytics and visualization also enable modern professionals to recognize 
previously obscure relationships among the biological, social, economic, legal, and political forces that 
shape such issues as obesity, drug use, unemployment, mass migrations of refugees, and global warming. 
Those insights push professionals deep into domains that previously lay outside their purview and 
imagined competency. More broadly, these forces transform expertise from the mastery and mobilization 
of a relatively fixed body of knowledge associated with a single discipline into the ability to access and 
apply a flexible and responsive body of knowledge that routinely incorporates ideas from many fields, 
while generating new ideas through the structured interaction among the intellectual frames, work styles, 
institutional mindsets, and knowledge bases that predominate in those fields (45, 139).  
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Adding further pressure on professionals are increases in the range of problems clients consider 
to be solvable, in the number of categories of people recognized as having a right to personalized services, 
and in the competitiveness of markets, all of which generate demand for services that are ever more 
tightly customized to each client’s variegated needs (165). Attentiveness to what clients know and want 
is even more fundamental than these forces might suggest. In situations in which nuances are crucial, and 
in which clients themselves have considerable access to the information, expertise, and techniques that 
once were the sole domain of the professional, the professional’s value lies not in defining the problem 
and crafting a solution separate from and for clients (1, 9). Instead, the professional’s value lies in helping 
clients discover what they already know, clarifying what they need, and, in the process, coproducing a 
solution with them. Should clients thereafter be capable of defining and solving other such problems 
without professional help, all the better—all the more value the professional has added in the role of 
learning facilitator as well as problem-solver (9). The role of the modern professional thus has changed 
from empowering clients with an expert’s solution to empowering clients with the facility and confidence 
to generate their own solutions. Rather than knowing what others can’t know, the modern professional 
is defined by her ability to: (i) learn more herself; (ii) coproduce knowledge with colleagues and clients; 
and in the process (iii) empower colleagues and clients to learn rapidly on their own (see 15, 139). 

Under modern conditions, therefore, successful professionals can expect their careers to take as 
many turns as the product of the quantity of distinct problems they are asked to help solve, the number 
of distinct clients on whose behalf they act, and the number of distinct combinations of disciplines that 
intersect in identifying possible causes and solutions. Some modern professional workplaces—high-
octane consulting firms come to mind—bring many such careers to their professional employees; other 
professionals, however, may have to navigate between workplaces in the process of managing their 
careers. Given the extraordinary difficulty of predicting which skills and jobs will be useful in the future 
and which are vulnerable to obsolescence, successful professionals must be highly adaptable problem-
solvers with the lifelong learning capacity needed to acquire quickly new knowledge and skills (52, 66).  

B. THE NEW LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
Professionals and researchers in disparate disciplines have worked to specify the competencies 

modern professionals require (e.g., 6, 31, 116, 120, 145, 165). There is substantial consistency among 
proposed frameworks. Most intersect at the concept of the “T-shaped professional,” which 
conceptualizes the deep domain knowledge, the wide array of learning competencies, and the broad 
interdisciplinary fluency needed to succeed in the many modern workplaces in which professionals 
“collaborate across a variety of different disciplines” (107).  

In the “T-shaped” metaphor, the vertical stroke represents the familiar disciplinary and 
institutional knowledge and doctrines that have long been associated with each particular profession and 
the standard curriculum of its allied professional schools. More interestingly, the horizontal stroke 
represents a number of learning competencies that range beyond the disciplinary anchor.  

A first learning competency is the capacity to think critically and creatively at the same time. The 
modern professional must excel not just at recognizing and offering explanations for what doesn’t stand 
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to reason or won’t likely work but also what may do so under complex and rapidly changing conditions. 
This requires “inventive thinking,” “creativity,” and “curiosity” (61, 82, 117, 120, 145).  

A second key competency is “flexibility” and “adaptability”—subordinating the acquisition of 
discrete, relatively fixed skills to the ability to acquire new skills rapidly (61, 117). This flexibility also 
extends to cognitive flexibility: the ability to recognize and adapt to unexpected information, idiosyncratic 
manifestations of familiar problems, and evidence of failure (1). Professionals must be able to absorb and 
integrate ideas and ways of applying them from diverse bodies of knowledge (96, 126). Finally, cognitive 
flexibility requires an ability to generalize core principles from this expanding array of experiential and 
conceptual inputs and to apply them to new situations (145). 

A third learning competency is the ability to work effectively in teams, especially interdisciplinary, 
cross-functional teams, as multidimensional problems require collaboration with colleagues with better 
access to relevant bodies of knowledge and their uses (18, 46, 61, 67, 139). Fourth are a variety of personal 
disciplines that are particularly valued in changing and unpredictable conditions, such as self-motivation, 
resilience, and an ability to press forward despite a lack of clear direction (61, 126). Fifth are interpersonal 
skills, such as emotional intelligence and the ability to communicate across social, economic, and cultural 
boundaries (68, 145). Finally, professionals must be proficient in using, and rapidly adapting to new forms 
of, data and technology, which are increasingly central to problem solving (120, 145).  

Together, these competencies go a long way toward enabling the modern professional to learn 
continuously, coproduce knowledge with others and facilitate their ongoing ability to learn. Additionally, 
however, learning in these ways requires facility in the use of an important tool: a widely applicable and 
accessible methodology for working alone or with a diverse array of stakeholders to specify an aim or 
impact to be achieved, develop a working theory premised on predictions about the expected drivers of 
success, identify causes of and solutions for obstructions, envision what success looks like and how its 
attainment can be at least roughly measured, rapidly test solutions and compare results to expectations, 
and progressively adjust diagnoses and treatments until results align with aims (e.g., 19).  

Methodologies of this sort need to be more structured and rigorous than the intuitive guesswork 
that professionals often exercised in the past (e.g., 135; see 1, 99) and more accessible and immediately 
actionable than the wholly deductive approaches associated with Donald Campbell and randomized 
controlled trials (21; see 1). Variously denominated “abductive reasoning” (128; see 39), “improvement 
science” (19, 37, 102), “evolutionary learning” (1), and “democratic experimentalism” (43)—and 
associated with a variety of improvement or problem-solving techniques such as “Deming cycles” (7), 
“PDSA cycles” (19), “quality circles” (150), “Six Sigma tools” (4), and “strategic inquiry” (124)—these 
techniques are designed to professionalize workers of all sorts and give teams of them the structure and 
confidence to tackle an array of aims or problems that neither individual members nor the entire group 
knows how to address at first.  

Evidencing the widely translatable nature of these competencies is the similar career advice being 
given to professional students in multiple disciplines. In business and management, “employers like IBM, 
IDEO, and Cisco are spearheading initiatives to hire” T-shaped professionals; IBM has even begun 
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assessing potential candidates on these traits through the use of a “T-score” (53). Columbia Business 
School Dean Glenn Hubbard called attention to a “new environment” in which “entrepreneurs and 
entrepreneurially minded business leaders are successful not because they set an unchanging goal and 
then labor to achieve it” but because they are “agile seekers looking for many different ways to identify 
and capture opportunity” (88). Business graduates accordingly are expected to “think globally, cross 
boundaries, collaborate, think critically, be creative and innovative, learn continuously, understand 
systemic impacts, and lead with courage and integrity” (16). Law students are likewise being urged to 
leaven the legal expertise and “thinking like a lawyer” that law school has traditionally provided with a 
capacity to collaborate across disciplines, such as technology, business, analytics, and data security and 
act as dynamic problem-solvers who can adapt to new situations (67, 93, 95, 149).  

Medical students get similar advice. “[C]linicians will be required to work in interprofessional 
teams, coordinate care across settings, utilize evidence-based practices to improve quality and patient 
safety, and promote greater efficiency in care delivery. The health care system will need to adapt to 
support these changes, and hospitals and health systems will need to acquire new competencies” (31). 
Likewise, engineering students are being urged to develop “the skills to create and exploit knowledge and 
technological innovation” and “translate [that] knowledge into innovative, competitive products and 
services” (167; see 45). And pre-service teachers are encouraged to take a “competency-based approach 
to learning,” while “integrat[ing] the use of supportive technologies, inquiry- and problem-based 
approaches and higher order thinking skills” (126). Across many disciplines, the focus is moving beyond 
mastery of set doctrine to learning to apply concepts, information-gathering and analytic techniques, and 
knowledge developed by—or as a result of the interaction of—a variety of disciplines to the proliferating 
problems, solutions, and client needs characterizing our dynamic world.  

PART II: EVIDENCE OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS’ FAILURE TO IMPART THE NEW COMPETENCIES  
A. THE CURRENT CRITIQUE OF PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 

Even as professional school leaders and faculty join other prognosticators in advising aspiring 
professionals to prepare themselves for the unpredictability and multidimensionality of modern careers 
and public problems, professional schools are under attack for failing to provide that preparation (e.g., 3, 
8, 11, 14, 16, 23, 26, 27, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 54, 55, 59, 65, 82, 85, 93, 100, 104, 105, 110, 119, 123, 129, 
141, 147, 156, 157, 179). The gist of these critiques is that professional schools continue to prepare 
graduates to succeed in bureaucratic organizations of a bygone era with predictable rules, roles, and 
hierarchies, not in the flexible, connected, and flatter organizations of today (164). Professional schools 
thus have no place for learning competencies or broadly applicable problem-solving methodologies. 
Instead, their courses of study and status distinctions—themselves developed decades earlier—actively 
isolate the different bodies of knowledge, mindsets, learning methodologies, solutions, and stakeholders 
that diverse teams of modern professionals must be able to integrate and reintegrate in tackling the 
multifaceted challenges that proliferate in modern work settings (54, 166).  

In particular, professional schools may be criticized for counterproductively separating: 

• professional disciplines and specialties within disciplines; 
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• high-concept thinking from hands-on experience; 
• research from pedagogy, and both from practice; 
• individual from institutional learning (instructing students versus changing systems); 
• learning from public service;  
• active production of solutions by professionals from their passive reception by clients; and 
• active presentation of curricula by faculty from their passive reception by students.  

If longstanding divisions like these do continue to characterize professional schools, and if they 
are counterproductive to modern career preparation, one would expect the outcomes of prospective 
students’ and employers’ cost-benefit calculations in regard to professional schools versus other 
pathways into modern professions to change. Our examination of the available—incomplete and only 
suggestive—data indicates that such conditions do continue to exist in some areas of professional 
education and are affecting prospective students’ and employers’ decisions. 

B. EVIDENCE FROM CHANGES IN PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
Going to professional school is expensive, as the following table illustrates (68A, 74, 76, 77): 

Harvard, 2016-17 Tuition + Fees, Expenses 
Medical School (4-year MD) $232,000 $341,296 
Law School (3-year JD) $178,650 $265,800 
Business School (2-year MBA) $127,350 $204,200 
Education School (2-year Ed.M.) $  90,016 $145,152 

 
Although professional degrees have long been expected to pay for themselves in post-graduate 

earnings, their price tag is high enough to sensitize prospective applicants to changes in the degrees’ likely 
contribution to career success compared to what less expensive options might offer. Recent trends in the 
behavior of promising candidates and their prospective employers suggest that both groups are attuned 
to how quickly and far professional schools are evolving in response to changing conditions.  

In recent years, enrollment at many professional schools has declined—trends that professional 
associations, scholars, the media, and a number of the professional school innovators with whom we 
spoke while preparing this report associate with doubts about the financial, experiential, and preparatory 
returns to an expensive professional education. Law schools have been especially hard hit. Since 2011, 
the number of applicants to U.S. News & World Report’s top 20 ranked law schools has dropped by a 
median of 18%, with nearly double those declines at less prestigious schools (44, 100).  

No doubt part of this decline is attributable to the economic climate after 2008, when legal sector 
income declined by 20%, law firm partner salaries dropped by 15%, and sector employment shrunk by 
10% (11). Buffeted as well by automation and competition from offshore actors and non-legal accounting 
and consulting firms, nearly a third of law school graduates have recently been accepting employment in 
positions not requiring a JD (49, 143). Yet, these conditions concentrate at the lower end of the pay and 
prestige scales, while the decline in law school applications has been greatest at the upper end of the 
credentials scale as measured by LSAT scores (92, 97, 118, 174). Because even during the recession highly 
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credentialed prospective applicants could predict with some certainty that they would be admitted to top 
law schools and have access after graduation to secure and high-paying jobs at least as insulated from 
economic shocks as positions in other sectors of the economy, factors beyond the episodic downturn have 
evidently been affecting their cost-benefit analyses.  

 The talented U.S. college graduates who are increasingly passing up law school evidently are not 
generally choosing business school. In 2010-2013, business school applications declined precipitously. 
More recently, the number of applicants has returned to the pre-recession level (91), but foreign 
applicants have taken up most of the slack (36, 159.) International students now make up 55% of all 
candidates for admission to U.S. business schools, and again, their impact is not limited to the lower end 
of the selectivity and status scales. International students comprise over a third of Harvard and Wharton 
MBA students and closer to 40% of those at MIT, U.C. Berkeley, and Yale (175). The implications of this 
trend may intensify if changes in federal immigration policy and heightened competition from Australian 
and Canadian schools diminish foreign applications, as some predict (17, 113).  

Employers are pressuring business schools, as well. Fewer, for example, are willing to pony up 
tuition fees for Executive MBAs that they believe are no longer required for career advancement: in 2005, 
69% of Executive MBA students had their fees paid by their employers; a decade later, the rate had 
dropped to 39% (59, 114). Others believe that the “staples of traditional business school training at the 
nation’s elite colleges” dampen the creativity needed for success in modern firms (55).  

Education schools are experiencing similar trends. Although many universities use their teacher 
education programs as “cash cows” to generate revenue to fund more prestigious and academic 
departments, recent U.S. Department of Education estimates suggest that enrollment in university-based 
teacher preparation programs declined by about 10% between 2004 and 2012 (142).  

Enrollment trends in medical and engineering programs are different. Notwithstanding the high 
cost of a medical education, stressful working conditions, and economic uncertainties (63, 127), medical 
school enrollment has increased by 25% since 2002, reaching an all-time high in 2015 (89). Enrollment in 
engineering programs has risen even more sharply, increasing by 38% since 2005. Although financial 
considerations associated with the rise of technology firms and big data are no doubt at work here, as are 
lower relative tuitions, the enrollment gains have occurred despite substantial increases in actual tuition 
costs: up 47% at private institutions and 73% at public institutions since 2005 (119).  

What might account for the greater attractiveness to U.S. college graduates of medical and 
engineering compared to law, business, and education degrees? One answer is variation in professional 
schools’ responsiveness to changing professional careers and environments.1 Medical schools have self-
consciously adjusted their programming to better equip graduates for problems encountered in modern 
                                                             

1 Medical schools are also privileged by their tight control over access to the profession, but this factor does not explain their 
similarity to engineering schools, which have less control, or their better performance than law schools, which have similar 
control. On the demand side, the shortage of MDs (127) and the tech sector’s growing need for engineers have an effect, as well, 
but may not distinguish the market for, respectively, JDs, given a similar shortage of lawyers for middle class and rural populations 
(62, 132) or MBAs, which should be attractive to the tech sector. 
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medicine, and the President of the American Association of Medical Colleges has attributed enrollment 
gains in part to this “innovation in education and training programs” (89). These changes were driven by 
a recognition over the past two decades of a knowledge-skill divide in the profession that produced 
variability in healthcare outcomes, cost, and safety, as well as by the ensuing quality improvement 
movement (10, 25). Working in concert with medical schools and professional associations, physicians 
have developed new models of clinical practice that make fuller use of data, new technologies, and 
multidisciplinary problem solving (60, 162, 173). Propelled by the same forces, medical faculty are 
gradually revising medical school curricula along lines discussed below (4, 13, 89; infra p. 17). 

Engineering schools’ similarly integrative training may add to their attraction, too. Engineering 
schools tend to focus more heavily than other professional programs on applying scientific and technical 
knowledge in experiential settings, providing students with team-based and interdisciplinary problem-
solving skills and a chance to use critical thinking capacities in practical contexts (24, 57, 133). Teams of 
engineering students often participate in competitions to produce solutions to real world problems, with 
funds provided so winners can implement their plans. And engineering programs often include curricular 
options in which hands-on projects comprise a large portion of the work (32, 58, 168, 176).  

In contrast to medical and engineering schools, university-based law, business, and education 
schools largely adhere to longstanding functional and status divisions between disciplines, specialties, and 
pedagogical methodologies that limit access to T-shaped learning competencies. Standing pat in this way 
may diminish the value of the latter degrees to prospective applicants and lead them to choose less 
expensive pathways into the workforce such as those discussed in the next section.  

Nearly all law schools continue to honor divides between doctrinal and experiential learning, 
different doctrinal disciplines (students, for example, learn contract, real property, corporate, and 
environmental law separately, though most interesting legal problems—assembling a shopping mall deal, 
for instance—straddle all those disciplines); legal and non-legal (e.g., financial, scientific and technical, 
policy, and cultural) considerations; professionals and clients; and faculty and students (23, 26, 93). 
Although students are welcome to take courses and engage in activities on as many sides of the divides 
as they like, they rarely have the opportunity for the productive and simultaneous oscillation across all of 
those divides that is necessary to build confidence and skill in addressing unpredictable and multifaceted 
problems. No wonder, then, that talented young adults who in past years may have chosen to go to law 
school might instead use a different portal to enter the modern workforce.  

Business school programs maintain similar divides. Google executives’ critique of the MBA, for 
example, goes directly to the divide business school curricula maintain between design, testing, and 
implementation. Business school curriculum is ineffective, in their view, because it teaches students to 
expect executives’ plans to “set the direction of project management like Moses coming down from the 
mountaintop,” rather than “design[ing] for the unexpected and work[ing] with engineers in an iterative 
fashion” that “leave[s] room for the unplanned” (55). Business school curricula likewise are criticized for 
continuing to revolve around “strict disciplinary” subjects, which made sense when preparing graduates 
for “large, vertical corporate bureaucracies, when management careers and management problems were 
carved up by function,” but do not prepare graduates for modern, more horizontal organizations seeking 
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“leaders who can see opportunities and address problems that cut across functional boundaries” (164; 
see 14, 38, 40, 82, 85, 110, 112, 114). 

University-based teacher preparation programs face similar criticism from the federal, state, local, 
and classroom levels—and resulting competition from alternative preparation programs—based on their 
failure to prepare educators adequately for the practical demands and complex problems they face every 
day in the classroom (42, 105, 123, 138). In response, the Council for the Accreditation of Educator 
Preparation emerged in 2014 and Deans for Impact in 2015 to provide standards and a community of 
practice for transforming how professional schools prepare teachers (35, 141). 

C. EVIDENCE FROM ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION  
Additional evidence emerges from the choices college graduates make directly after graduation. 

Although limited, publicly available information suggests college graduates see decreasing returns on 
attending university-based professional schools.  

In 2010, Yale reported that only 21% of its graduates that year were attending graduate school 
six months later, the lowest level since it began collecting data (most of it unpublished) in 1960 (134). 
Since 2011, the proportion entering graduate school has dropped even further, hitting a low of 17% in 
2014 (56). And as many of half of those graduates are pursuing degrees in academic, as opposed to 
professional, fields. Meanwhile, the proportion immediately entering the workplace has risen from 20% 
in 1968 to 76.3% in 2016. In other words, since the 1960s, the initial destinations of graduates have 
essentially flipped from about three-quarters headed to graduate school and a fifth headed to the 
workplace, to the reverse. Among recent graduates taking jobs, an increasing number, topping 30% since 
2015, are working in finance or consulting (about evenly divided between the two), with an additional 
17% as of 2016 (rising rapidly from 7.1% in 2013) starting jobs in technology, engineering, and project 
management. Just over 6% took jobs in health-related settings in 2013-16, while about 4.5% started 
paralegal, investigation, and other law-related jobs (178; see infra Appendix A). 

Analysis of data collected by The Harvard Crimson (available for 2013-2016) reveals similar 
patterns. In 2015, only 14% of Harvard graduates surveyed at commencement were headed to graduate 
school—of whom evidently only half were seeking professional degrees. By contrast, close to 70% were 
headed into the workforce. Among graduates taking jobs, the proportion entering consulting, finance, and 
engineering and technology rose from 44% in 2013 to 53% in 2016. During those same years, around 5% 
of working graduates took jobs in health- or law-related fields (69-72; see infra Appendix B).  

The 2013-16 Crimson surveys also asked graduates entering the workforce to report on the fields 
in which they expected to be working ten years later. Reflecting patterns across all four years, 21% of 2016 
working graduates began their careers in consulting, but only 1% of working graduates expected to be 
consultants a decade later; for finance jobs, the comparable numbers were 18% and 6%; and 14% and 7% 
for engineering and technology jobs. The pattern is the reverse for the health field, which claimed only 
4% of 2016 Harvard working graduates but was the predicted destination ten years later of 15% of them. 
The fields of law, public service, and K-12 teaching were each the immediate destination of only about 4% 
of 2016 graduates and the expected destination ten years later of 7% or fewer. The small number of 
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students oriented towards public service and teaching and the number’s sharp decline since 2013 as 
private-sector salaries increased suggest another effect of decreasing enrollment in professional schools, 
which in our experience play a strong socializing role in steering graduates to public service (69-74; see 
infra Appendix B). 

We don’t know how many Yale and Harvard graduates go to professional school later in their 
careers, nor whether their behavior is representative of other college graduates who might be destined 
for the professional ranks. Declining professional school enrollments themselves, however, as well as data 
points showing that the average age of students admitted to top law and business schools is not rising 
and has actually declined for law schools, suggest that the trend is towards less, not later, interest in these 
schools as the way to launch the careers of promising prospective professionals (47, 57, 84, 97).  

Although many interpretations are possible, these patterns hint that college graduates are taking 
jobs in consulting, finance, and engineering and technology for reasons that previously might have led 
them to go immediately to professional school: to spend a few years right after college acquiring the 
knowledge and skills expected to launch them into careers doing other things. The difference is that in 
the past graduate study was seen as a pathway to practical work in the same field; today, practical jobs in 
consulting, finance, engineering, and technology are seen as a pathway into those and other fields, both 
practical and academic—including the four fields in which at least 10% of Harvard graduates expect to be 
working ten years later: health, academics and research, arts and entertainment, and entrepreneurship. 
Although medical schools appear to be holding their own with these recent college graduates, law, 
business, and education schools, are not (69-72; infra Appendix B). 

The evidence also suggests that college graduates who used to but no longer go to professional 
schools are not forgoing post-graduate preparation altogether but are seeking it in other forms. When it 
comes to professional training suited to modern careers, that is, university-based professional schools are 
no longer the only game in town. Since the rise of Silicon Valley, college graduates have flocked to start-
ups, with the objective of learning on-the-job while getting paid for it, rather than delaying remunerative 
work and incurring high and climbing professional school tuition costs (179). For college graduates with 
less of an entrepreneurial spirit, corporations are increasingly providing intensive training programs—
often through “corporate universities”—that introduce their employees to the tools they need to succeed 
in the workplace, again without an expensive price tag (65, 106). These training opportunities are among 
the reasons employers discourage employees from pursuing MBAs (59, 114). Competition with 
professional schools is not simply on the training side. Innovative business firms such as Apple, Goldman 
Sachs, and Google—the very ones attracting the most college graduates who do not go to professional 
school—are also increasingly committed to creating “world-class management research” groups that 
compete with the top business school and other research faculties (16, 46).  

“Boot camps” and “start-up accelerators” offer another educational opportunity for twenty-
somethings looking to supplement knowledge and skills acquired in college (66). These short-term, 
cohort-based training programs lasting anywhere from weeks to a few months are becoming increasingly 
attractive ways to (i) learn skills such as computer coding that are in high demand and constantly changing, 
in the case of boot camps (87, 145); and (ii) get “early-stage, growth-driven . . . education, mentorship, 
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and financing” for entrepreneurial ideas in the case of accelerators (81). Illustrating these opportunities’ 
impact on cost-benefit calculations in regard to professional training, Jake Schwartz recently explained 
that he founded the popular coding boot camp General Assembly after concluding that his undergraduate 
degree from Yale “conferred no practical skills” and his two-year MBA “had cost too much time and 
money: ‘I wanted to change the return-on-investment equation in education by bringing down the costs 
and providing the skills that employers were desperate for’” (52; see 27, 81, 145, 172). MOOCs provided 
by Kahn Academy, SkilledUp, Udacity, and other non-university-based actors are another threat to MBA 
and other traditional professional programs (66, 104).  

Alternative routes into the teaching profession provide another example. Rather than earning a 
graduate degree in education before entering the classroom, prospective teachers are increasingly turning 
to programs that allow them to teach while earning their credentials, often at newly created graduate 
schools of education located outside of traditional universities. These programs use curricula that focus 
more self-consciously on teaching specific pedagogical techniques and on performance-based 
assessment. Their faculties are comprised of experienced practitioners, who closely observe teaching in 
simulated and field settings and provide individualized feedback (83, 136, 151).  

There can be little doubt that the intention of these non-university-based pathways into the 
professions is to offer more of the new learning competencies and more fully integrate disciplines, 
methodologies, statuses, and actors than do traditional law, business, education, and other professional 
schools. To be sure, these alternative programs may still unduly wall-off high-concept from experiential 
learning—albeit prioritizing the latter, not former—but they do seem to be altering the post-graduate 
calculations of aspiring professionals. To that extent, they too tend to confirm the insufficiency of 
traditional professional schools’ response thus far to changes in career demands and the nature of public 
problems. By hewing to the familiar role of programming students with advanced, specialized content 
knowledge and forms of critical thinking and technical skills directly associated with the application of 
those bodies of knowledge, professional schools do invite doubts about their capacity to prepare 
graduates for the multidimensional careers and public problems that are now theirs to manage.  

PART III: A PATH FORWARD FOR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS  
The trend away from professional schools and towards alternative opportunities poses risks, not 

only to those schools but also to potential applicants, employers, and the public. Historically, professional 
schools have played an important role in increasing professionals’ orientation toward public service, 
disadvantaged constituencies’ access to professional help, and professionals’ focus on high-concept ideas. 
As recent changes in medical and engineering education are starting to demonstrate, however, there are 
good reasons to think that university-based professional schools can continue to serve those valuable 
public functions and also effectively provide the learning competencies, problem-solving methodologies, 
and integration of disciplines, methodologies, and people that modern preparation and effective 
competition with alternative pathways require. 

 By their very nature and nomenclature, “univers-ities” aggregate in one place top experts 
associated with each of the fields, methodologies, and objectives that are ingredients of the learning 
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competencies. And through their various “colleg-ia”—co-research, co-authorship, and co-teaching as well 
as formal and informal workshops, conferences, and associations—university faculties have long histories 
of productive interaction among themselves. Although university-based experts have tended to 
collaborate with others on their own side of the various divides, it should not be too difficult to extend 
the flexibility that their within-category collaborations require to ones across the divides. Indeed, one of 
the reasons high-tech firms congregate near collections of universities is the ability of their employees to 
draw upon and synthesize the various bodies of knowledge, mindsets, and methodologies that their 
proximity to universities place at hand. In theory at least, there is no reason why universities cannot adapt 
those same synthetic processes to their collaborations, classrooms, seminars, and labs (50). Additionally, 
with modernized standards, professional schools’ systems for reviewing admissions credentials and 
validating work products through grading, publication decisions, and awards could, as in the past, provide 
prospective students, employers, colleagues, and clients with valuable vetting and validation services that 
other actors cannot provide as efficiently.  

 These efficiencies might particularly benefit public- and social-sector organizations and the 
constituencies that rely on them. Public and non-profit organizations tend to have fewer resources than 
their private-sector counterparts to devote to research and development and to identifying qualified 
employees and sources of expertise. And professional schools have long prepared students for and 
steered graduates into public service careers solving society’s toughest problems. If we forsake 
professional schools and rely on market forces to sort and distribute students, there is a genuine risk that 
a much higher proportion than already do will choose jobs based solely on pay and prestige. 

Further, U.S. universities have a long history of evolving in order to meet their responsibility to 
equip students with the knowledge and skills needed to meet changing workplace demands and societal 
needs. Professional schools have been the site of much of this work, codifying and preparing graduates to 
apply the standards and doctrines of existing professions and developing and providing status for new 
professions (see, e.g., 155). Although it criticism from social commentators and front-line practitioners 
has often been required to prod universities into action, their newly created or reformed professional 
schools have swiftly moved to the forefront of social change.  

During the Progressive Era, for instance, universities responded to criticism for failing to help the 
nation address problems associated with rising industrialization, urbanization, and immigration and to 
embrace new conceptions of social science and professional expertise by establishing schools of primary 
education, scientific forestry management, social work, nursing, and public health.2 Later, the burgeoning 
field of public administration, the Depression, and the New Deal gave rise to schools of public affairs, 
starting with the (since renamed) Harvard Kennedy School, which aspired to teach research and policy 
skills to the vastly expanding corps of federal and state administrators and bureaucrats (122). In the wake 
of World War II, these schools expanded to include international affairs and undertook to prepare 
                                                             

2 Examples of social critics and the professional schools they helped pioneer are: Edward Patterson Cubberly and Stanford School 
of Education, 1898; John Dewey and Teachers College, 1898, 1904; Gifford Pinchot and Yale School of Forestry, 1901; and Jane 
Addams and John Dewey, University of Chicago School of Social Work Administration, 1894, 1908 (152, 160, 177, 166). See also 
Columbia and Harvard Schools of Public Health, 1922, 1923 (30, 80).  
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students in applied economics, domain-specific centers, and (as a result of the Cold War) a range of 
international and regional studies (see, e.g., 29). The Civil Rights, Antiwar, and Feminist movements of the 
1960s and 1970s similarly changed the landscape of law schools with the addition of hundreds of legal 
clinics serving impecunious, unpopular, and underrepresented individuals (155).  

Also pointing the way to change are the ongoing improvements in medical and engineering 
programs. To be sure, both fields have idiosyncratic cost structures—engineering because most recipients 
of its degrees need only have completed four, not six or more years of post-high school education; 
medicine because of billions of dollars a year in federal subsidies for teaching hospitals to support the 
crucial experiential learning opportunities provided by medical internships and residencies in return for 
the hospitals’ agreement to treat Medicare, Medicaid, veteran, and other categories of patients (41). And 
both also have longer histories of more fully integrating and according equal status to academic and 
practical learning than is true of other professional schools.  

Still, as to both funding and the integration of learning modalities, recent changes in medical and 
engineering schools can illuminate the path forward for other professional programs. First, those changes 
suggest that students are willing to pay professional school tuitions and that public support may be 
available as long as professional schools can demonstrate their capacity to provide modern learning 
competencies more effectively than alternative pathways into productive careers. To be sure, costs will 
have to be cut as well. Integrating undergraduate and graduate programs—as in the case of engineering 
programs—is one solution. Another is to integrate different universities by pooling the costs for new or 
revised programs serving students at multiple institutions. To reduce the relatively high cost of 
experiential methods needed to impart the new learning competencies (94), professional schools may 
have to increase the size of student cohorts, give students more responsibility for solving actual and bigger 
problems, and expect longer faculty hours.  

Second, even given different starting points for medical and engineering schools compared to 
other professionals programs, the changes the former two have made recently reveal that faculties over 
time, and individual faculty members more abruptly, can remake themselves. And they can work happily 
and effectively across the disciplinary, specialization, and methodological lines that have been held dear 
in the past, cemented by pay and status differentials (see, e.g., 146, 168).  

It is surely impossible from the current vantage point to identify the best funding and educational 
models for the professional programs that may emerge and succeed in the remainder of the 21st century. 
Instead, using the same problem-solving methodologies they should impart to their students—
professional schools should experiment with and refine new curricula and pedagogies, in the process 
discovering what their true costs are and the best ways to sustain them. In the next section we examine 
examples of how professional education is already being reimagined in just these ways.  

PART IV: CASE STUDIES OF CHANGE  
 If professional programs are to succeed in attracting and adequately preparing a new generation 
of professionals, they must provide students with the tools that a modern succession of careers and 
workplaces requires. Most importantly, they must help students develop the competencies associated 
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with learning to learn—including facility with protocols for mobilizing a diverse array of stakeholders to 
specify aims, identify and rapidly test hypothesized drivers of success, compare results to expectations, 
and progressively adjust diagnoses and treatments until results align with aims. Professional programs 
should provide learning experiences in which students work in diverse teams to synthesize and apply 
information from across different fields to address multifaceted problems. To the extent possible, the 
programs should integrate professional disciplines and specialties; conceptual thinking and hands-on 
experience; research, pedagogy, and practice; ways that both students and organizations learn to learn; 
and learning and service. Students should experience the process of co-producing and consuming 
curriculum, knowledge, and learning with faculty, clients, and other professionals. The more realistic and 
meaningful the work in which these programs engage students, and the more mediated the work is by 
the technologies graduates will use in the workplace, the better the preparation is likely to be.  

Responding to the concerns and opportunities addressed above, a number of professional 
schools, either across the board or through discrete centers of change, have begun experimenting with 
new, often more interdisciplinary (even, at times, inter-university) approaches to curricula, programming, 
credentialing, pedagogy, collaboration, and phasing of courses of study, among other changes. This 
section describes some of these trends and initiatives without claiming to be comprehensive. Because 
these programs are typically new, there are few scholarly or evaluative treatments of them, requiring us 
to rely primarily on their self-descriptions. At risk of reinforcing the disciplinary lines we have suggested 
need to be breached, we organize the section by types of professional schools, concluding with programs 
that cut across disciplines, including our own. 

A. LAW SCHOOLS 
Faced with declining applications, criticism from professional associations, and mandates from 

national and state regulatory bodies, many law schools are providing more and earlier opportunities for 
students to learn from experience in clinical and simulation settings, to work in teams to confront 
problems from the variety of contexts in which the problems actually arise and must be solved, and to 
study and be credentialed across the boundary between law and other disciplines (11, 26, 86, 148, 158).  

An interesting example is Northwestern Law School in Chicago. Building on the strong reputation 
of its research-oriented, interdisciplinary faculty, the school’s new strategic plan aspires to generate 
graduates with “the knowledge, skills, and perspective to engage with practice” in the learning-to-learn 
senses described above—readying them “to take ownership of their career development, to work 
constructively in teams, to exploit training opportunities, [and] to be true entrepreneurs in their own . . . 
life-long career paths” (95, 121).  

Components of Northwestern Law’s strategy include: 

• Steps to develop a “modern, innovative curriculum . . . that encompasses emerging areas of law, 
is responsive to the needs and demands of the market, is rich in interdisciplinary training, and 
incorporates extensive experiential options along with opportunities for development of essential 
workplace skills and entrepreneurial thinking”;  
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• A Center for Practice Engagement and Innovation to build the new curriculum, engage students 
with legal practice, and partner “with the profession to understand the current professional 
landscape and the practice community needs”; 

• The Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center, with the two-way mission of giving students 
“intensive, hands-on training” in “assist[ing] small business owners and entrepreneurs with their 
legal needs and problems” and “creat[ing] a curricular and extracurricular focus on how the skills 
that entrepreneurs need and learn can enrich the skills of lawyers”; 

• An Innovation Lab to “focus on the legal, business, technical, teamwork, design and presentation 
skills involved in the innovation process” and engage students in simultaneously developing “a 
commercial product that will solve a legal problem,” “legal subject matter expertise in the[] area 
of focus,” and “the skills required to innovate in that area”;  

• A Technology, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship concentration for students; and 
• Expanded multidisciplinary degree opportunities with the university’s Schools of Management, 

Engineering, Medicine, and Arts and Sciences (2, 95, 121). 

Without as fully breaching the various divides noted above, Stanford Law School has recently 
augmented its longstanding curriculum centered on doctrinal legal courses with an expanded array of 
experiential offerings, including: 

• Eleven legal clinics that engage students full-time for a quarter in direct-service representation of 
clients in areas such as community development, criminal prosecution and defense, 
environmental protection, and special education hearings; 

• Student-arranged externships for which they receive course credit for specified hours of work 
with public and non-profit legal organizations under faculty supervision; 

• A broad set of negotiation and mediation simulation courses; and  
• Twenty or so policy practicums in which teams of students work with faculty to provide clients 

with policy research and recommendations in law-inflected contexts like California Prop. 64 and 
Marijuana Policy; Native Amicus Brief Project; and Policing and Technology (153). 

During their three years of law school, virtually all Stanford Law students enroll in a clinic and at least one 
of the other experiential opportunities listed.  

B. EDUCATION SCHOOLS  
A number of graduate schools of education have innovated in teacher and principal preparation. 

As early as 2006, Arthur Levine identified several university-based undergraduate and masters teacher-
education programs that were substantially diminishing the usual focus on doctrine and theory and 
expanding the quantity and quality of professor-facilitated or mentored field work up to as much as 100% 
of students’ time for a year (98). Paralleling these efforts, the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate 
(CPED) has helped revamp the education doctorate (129-131). Recognizing that unlike in other fields, the 
doctorate in education exists to develop practitioners (147), CPED has supported doctoral programs in 
emphasizing “the generation, transformation, and use of professional knowledge and practice” (131). 
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University-based education schools also have created innovative programs for developing school 
district, charter management organization, and nonprofit leaders. In 2010, the Harvard Graduate School 
of Education introduced a Doctor of Education Leadership Program, a tuition-free, three-year doctoral 
program in education leadership taught by professors from Harvard’s schools of education, business, and 
public policy (125, 171). This program aims to create “transformative leaders in preK-12 education” who 
are “uniquely prepared for system-level leadership positions in national nonprofits and philanthropies, 
state and federal departments of education, mission-driven for-profits, and school systems” (73). Its 
cohort model brings together students from diverse professional backgrounds for a one-year core 
education curriculum, a second year of interdisciplinary study in a number of Harvard departments, and 
a 10-month residency in a leadership role in an education sector organization (73). Using a similar model, 
the University of Virginia’s Darden School of Business and Curry School of Education have partnered to 
create a MBA/M.Ed. degree to prepare “the next generation of leaders . . . who will innovate and 
transform education around the world” (169).  

C. MEDICAL SCHOOLS 
Supported by American Medical Association Accelerating Change in Medical Education grants, a 

number of medical schools are reforming their traditional two-plus-two curriculum of high-pressure 
lectures and testing on basic science subjects in years one and two and clinical practice thereafter (AMA 
2015). Integrating these and many other changes is Harvard Medical School’s new Pathways curriculum. 
Initially triggered by insights from clinicians, collaboratively generated by a wide segment of HMS 
professors, and continuously improved based on frequent feedback from surveys and student “curriculum 
development consultants,” the new course of study:  

• “flips” first-year classrooms, requiring students to read materials, watch brief concept videos, and 
take a readiness assessment before class, then spend class applying that knowledge in team-, 
case-, and problem-based learning exercises and faculty-led discussions “exploring the deeper 
principles behind the core content”;  

• engages students every other week in a half day of primary care office practice, connecting them 
to and letting them follow cases of individual patients;  

• devotes the second year to hospital clerkships; and 
• allows more student choice among advanced seminar-style classes and research projects in the 

last two years of instruction, supported by more vigorous curricular advising (13, 78, 108, 144).  

Motivating these changes are (i) insights from the quality improvement movement tracing error 
in medical practice to misdiagnoses associated with rote rather than analytic and systems-based thinking; 
(ii) the link between rote thinking and the “cram, exam, forget” model characteristic of traditional medical 
education models; and (iii) the growing importance of learning to learn rather than memorizing 
biomedical knowledge that changes so rapidly that it makes no sense to absorb it all at once (see 162, 
163). As Harvard Medical School Dean Edward Hundert sums it up, “Medical education is not about the 
transmission of information, but about the transformation of the learner” (144, 146).  
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D. BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOLS 
Business schools have a long history of practical pedagogy associated with the case method; team-

based exercises; adjunct faculties drawn from practice; deals- and product-focused simulations and 
competitions; investment labs; lecture courses with field observation components with a global focus; 
student-led consulting services; certification in particular practice settings; and a growing number of social 
entrepreneurship programs (14, 109). Even so, business schools face rising criticism and competition from 
accelerators and other non-university-based training programs (14, 16, 38, 110, 112).  

Convinced that arranging management education around siloed disciplinary categories no longer 
makes sense, Yale’s School of Management recently restructured its first-year curriculum (170). Now, 
students take courses like Competitor, Investor, Customer, and Employee, which consider how 
organizations work across dimensions to solve problems. The curriculum also uses “raw” case studies that 
present problems as they actually appear at the start—complete with data, financial statements, and 
video interviews with key actors—replacing the traditional after-the-fact, boiled-down case study built 
around a single decision point and result (164). 

Taking a step further is Cornell Tech, a one-year MBA program developed by Cornell University’s 
Graduate School of Management based on research by Bain & Co. and Deloitte. The research revealed 
that tech companies want employees who have spent more time than the typical MBA student working 
in related fields. They believe that a year is the optimal amount of time for attractive job candidates to 
invest in business school (33, 64). Cornell Tech selects students based on their creativity, technical skills, 
and experience in fields like computer science, engineering, and math. Students begin school with a 10-
week immersive semester in Ithaca comprised of core business courses and leadership training intended 
to introduce them to design thinking, big data analytics, innovation and entrepreneurship, digital 
marketing and social media, project and product management, tech strategy, and entrepreneurial 
finance. Over the remaining nine months, along with further study in those areas, students engage in a 
“product” and a “startup” studio project in labs in New York City, working on “cross functional” teams to 
develop new business ideas from concept to launch in response to “challenges” presented to them by 
actual firms such as JP Morgan and Weight Watchers. Program components include “student-led scrums,” 
in which students develop skills related to building new products and give and receive feedback, and 
“studio sprints”—short concentrated periods of intensive student project work uninterrupted by classes 
(34, 64).  

E. “ENGINEERING AND” PROGRAMS  
Stanford’s Center for Biodesign is an example of a trend toward the adoption by various 

professional schools of action-oriented pedagogical practices from engineering. The Center brings 
together teams of practicing physicians and engineers to retool themselves as health technology 
entrepreneurs capable of thriving in a “value-driven innovation ecosystem.” After “identifying an unmet 
clinical need,” program fellows work together to generate a solution, often complete with a prototype 
and plan to bring the product to market (137). In the process, fellows develop and apply an understanding 
not only of medicine and engineering but also of myriad other subject areas, including technology, 
finance, marketing, patent law, and other types of regulation (137).  
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Two programs at MIT recognize both the value to other professional disciplines of hands-on 
engineering pedagogy and the need to broaden the traditional core curriculum of engineering specialties 
to prepare graduates for the leadership as well as technical roles that a typical engineering career now 
entails are two new programs at MIT. First is a dual business/engineering masters program culminating in 
a Leaders for Global Operations (LGO) degree. This program offers students the opportunity to learn from 
faculty members who “have shaped . . . the fields of engineering and management,” offers faculty the 
chance to collaborate on courses and multidisciplinary research, and fosters “a dynamic academic 
environment that instills in students the ability to analyze operational challenges through a technical lens 
and to implement solutions from a management perspective” (111). The second MIT program enables 
engineering students to cross-register in the Sloan School of Management and participate in internships 
to broaden their management skills and experiences (48). Similarly, Carnegie Mellon offers a Master of 
Integrated Innovation for Products & Services degree, bringing together business, design, and engineering 
disciplines and faculty (22). And faculty and students in Stanford’s mechanical engineering program 
regularly partner with colleagues in other departments, including Art and Art History, Biology, 
Mathematics, and Medicine (154). 

F. A BUSINESS, EDUCATION, LAW, AND PUBLIC POLICY CONSORTIUM 
The Columbia University Center for Public Research and Leadership (CPRL) brings together 

students from multiple disciplines and universities, with the mission of reinventing professional education 
while revitalizing public education and improving the lives and life chances of the nation’s children (28). 
Housed at Columbia Law School, CPRL brings together upper-level graduate students from over twenty 
business, education, law, and policy schools from a dozen universities for an immersive semester during 
which students devote at least forty hours a week to the program. Students pay tuition at their home 
institution, which in turn pays CPRL a modest per pupil fee to cover overhead. CPRL has three main 
intermediate objectives:  

• creating a stream of talented and committed learning-oriented graduates into transformative 
organizations in the education sector (to date, CPRL has had about 250 students; approximately 
70% of its graduates work after graduation in the education sector); 

• providing short-term consulting and research support to those same kinds of organizations (to 
date, CPRL has conducted over 100 consulting projects for over 40 clients); and 

• modeling new, broadly integrative forms of professional education. 

Components of the program include: 

• a seminar focused on comparative governance structures—particularly, “democratic 
experimentalist” learning structures—in use by public- and private-sector organizations 
worldwide and their application to public education; 

• skills training in the application of an ”evolutionary learning” framework applicable across work 
settings to “see” the system; organize its goals and plans around an operationalized theory of 
action; evaluate success at each step; and use the results in broadly participatory teams to 
develop and rapidly test improvements;  
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• a consulting project, on which an interdisciplinary student team guided by a professional on-staff 
engagement manager applies the course’s “learning” concepts and skills to help solve a 
multidimensional problem in collaboration with an education-sector client (a state or local school 
system, charter management organization, or other non-profit or philanthropic foundation) that 
pays for the work at cost; 

• front-loading of the seminar and skills training in the first three weeks, allowing full-time project 
work later in the semester; 

• project rounds in which students use a protocol for identifying and getting the advice of members 
of other teams on their projects;  

• various feedback mechanisms through which students generate and often lead programmatic 
enhancements; and 

• CPRL Scholars awards of up to $20,000 in tuition support for a limited number of students selected 
based on merit and need and a legally binding commitment to spend three of their first five years 
after graduation working full time in public or non-profit public-sector organizations. 

Through these steps, CPRL students operate at once across most of the usual divides, integrating 
different disciplines, pedagogy and practice, high-concept and experiential learning, individual and 
institutional learning, learning and service, professionals and clients, faculty and students, and, to a 
degree, professional schools and universities. Relatively large class sizes (35-40 students/semester), 
modest per-pupil contributions from participating professional programs, and modest fees from 
education-sector organizations in return for services that support CPRL’s sector-wide talent creation 
(analogously to the Medicaid subsidy for medical schools) enable CPRL to be self-supporting aside from 
the founding director’s salary, paid for by Columbia Law School, and tuition support awards supported by 
donations. Challenges include connecting concepts and skills to project-embedded learning opportunities 
in real time; misalignment between CPRL’s learning structures and some clients’ rigid governance 
structures; the reluctance of some professional programs to “share” their students; heavy transaction 
costs associated with professional school partnerships; and the sustainability of the engagement manager 
role, in which professionals must excel at two demanding, often conflicting, jobs: giving clients high-
quality work products and giving students agency, mentorship, and professional support. 

CONCLUSION AND CONVENING QUESTIONS: 
Pending testing and revision at the upcoming Convening, our conclusions are straightforward, if 

also incomplete. In the modern workplace, the professional’s edge changes. Instead of an ability to master 
and manipulate what she knows and others lacking her expertise cannot know, the professional must 
have a capacity, working with other experts and stakeholders whose expertise and local knowledge she 
cannot hope to master, to wring as much new knowledge as possible as rapidly as possible out of the 
situation and people at hand. University-based professional schools have taken uneven, often halfhearted 
steps to enable their students with these capacities, evidently impelling prospective students and 
employers to look elsewhere for the necessary learning capacities. Although there is a way forward for 
professional schools, it will require them to cross divides they have long honored—between disciplines, 
specialties, pedagogy and practice, conceptual and experiential learning, individual and institutional 
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learning, learning and service, professional and client, and faculty and student. A variety of professional 
educators—including those who are about to convene—already are showing the way forward.  

In addition to wondering how far these conclusions have missed the mark, we know we have not 
yet addressed a number of other key issues we hope to explore at the Convening. Among these are the 
obstacles that impede the way forward for professional schools, how consistent those obstacles are across 
disciplines and contexts, and what we can do collectively to support and advocate for additional progress. 
As such, we pose the following questions for consideration as the Convening approaches: 

1. To what extent are professional careers and the problems professionals face changing in the ways 
we suggest? 

2. To what extent are the competencies modern professionals need the “learning competencies” we 
have identified? 

3. Are we right about the importance, as well, of problem-solving methodologies? 
4. How useful are the “divides” we identify—between different bodies of knowledge, ways and 

objectives of learning, and potential participants in the learning process—for organizing thinking 
about how professional schools can impart important competencies and change? 

5. How accurately have we assessed the extent to which professional schools have responded to the 
changing needs of their students and the public—including in the distinctions we’ve drawn 
between business, education, and law schools on the one hand and engineering and medical 
schools on the other? 

6. What can we learn from the many professions and professional schools we have not addressed? 
7. We devote a lot of attention to changes in enrollment in professional schools and alternative 

forms of professional preparation—in the process suggesting conclusions that might be drawn 
about inevitably obscure motivations from admittedly incomplete information. We do so for a 
strategic reason: to mobilize evidence that, weak as it may be, may have more capacity than other 
arguments to motivate professional schools to act, fearing for their futures. How badly have we 
overplayed our hand? How much should we try to prod professional schools to change? How else 
might we achieve this objective?  

8. Is there a path forward for professional schools? If so, have we accurately described it, again with 
reference to ways those schools separate what in the future should be integrated? 

9. Have we identified appropriate examples of change? Have we accurately described them? What 
others should we include?  

10. In regard to the examples we give and more generally, what obstacles to change are being 
encountered? How consistent are those obstacles across professional contexts? How corrigible 
are these problems? 

11. What can we do individually and as a group to avoid these obstacles and otherwise facilitate and 
advocate change?  
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APPENDIX 

A. YALE OFFICE OF CAREER STRATEGY SURVEY OF GRADUATES SIX MONTHS AFTER 

COMMENCEMENT 
 

(Response rates > 90%) 
 

Career destinations of Yale College 
graduates 6 months after 
commencement 

2010 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Working 75% 72.6%  74.2%  76.0%  76.3%  
Attending Graduate or Professional 
School 

21% 18.3% 17.0% 20.0% 17.9% 

 
Degree programs of Yale College grads in grad. 
school 6 months after commencement 

2013 2014 2015 2016 

Master’s Degree (e.g., MA, MS, MEng, MBA) 36.7% 35.6% 31.4% 41.7% 
Medical (e.g., MD, DO, DDS, DVM) 27.6% 24.0% 28.0% 22.0% 
Ph.D 16.8% 20.2% 20.3% 19.7% 
Law Degree (e.g. JD or LLB)   9.7%   9.1% 13.0% 10.8% 
Other degree or certificate   9.2% 11.1%   7.2%   5.8% 

 
 

Jobs and salaries of Yale College graduates who 
are working 6 months after commencement 

2013 2014 2015 2016 

Consulting 13.5% 12.4% 15.7% 15.3% 
Finance 9.5% 13.9% 15.7% 15.3% 
Tech/Engineering/Project Management 7.1% 9.7% 13.1% 16.6% 
Healthcare/Medical/Pharmaceutical 5.8% 5.2% 6.2% 8.6% 
Law 3.2% 5.3% 3.2% 5.5% 
Starting salary of $70,000 or more 26.3%  28.2%  39.4%  42.1% 
Starting salary of $100,000 or more 5.7% 7.5% 9.8% 10.5% 
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B. THE HARVARD CRIMSON SURVEY OF POST-GRADUATE PLANS, 2007-2016 
Graduating seniors as of May  

 2007 2009 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Reported response rate  - - nearly ½ nearly ½ nearly ½ >½ 
Entering workforce - - 61% 70% 71% 66% 
Entering graduate school - - 18% 18% 15% 14% 
Entering academic/research field - - -   7%   7%   7% 

 

Among Harvard Graduates entering the workforce 

Entering consulting, finance, tech/eng.   44% 46% 48% 53% 
Entering consulting, finance 47% 20% 31% 31% 34% 40% 
Planning to be in same in 10 years - -   6%    6%    5%   7% 
Entering consulting  - - 16% 14% 15% 21% 
Planning to be in consulting in 10 years - - <1% <1% <1% 1% 
Entering finance - - 15% 17% 18% 18% 
Planning to be in finance in 10 years - - 5% 6% 5% 6% 
Entering tech/engineering - - 13% 15% 14% 14% 
Planning to be in tech/eng. in 10 years - - 9% 9% 7% 7% 
Entering health field - - 3% 5% 5% 4% 
Planning to be in health in 10 years - - 20% 16% 20% 15% 
Entering K-12 education - - 8% 8% 7% 4% 
Planning to be in K-12 ed. in 10 years - - 8% 5% 4% 3% 
Entering public service/non-profit - - 7% 9% 8% 4% 
Planning to be in same in 10 years - - 8% 6% 7% 6% 
Entering law field - - - - - 4% 
Planning to be law field in 10 years  - - - - - 7% 
Expecting to make ≥ $70,000 in first year - - - 38% 41% 53% 
Expecting to make ≥ $90,000 in first year - - - 12% 16% 20% 
Expecting to make >$110,000 in first 
year 

- - - 4% 8% 9% 
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